HSU unconference
Friday March 4th 11:00am - 2:00pm Library Fishbowl
Sponsored by: The University Library & the College of eLearning and Extended Education

www2.humboldt.edu/unconference/

How I Learned To...
www2.humboldt.edu/unconference/

Network Effectively Using LinkedIn
Milly Correa

Keep My Inbox at Zero
Morgan Barker

Helpful College Hacks
Heaven Simon

Take Smart Notes with a Smartpen
Shannon O'Brien & Kaitlyn Stormes

Search with Smarter Synonyms
Marissa Mourer
Reach ADA Students via eLearning
Matthew Dean & Russell Gaskell
Edit Video in the Tech Track
Tim Miller & Victoria Bruner

Fake It 'Til You Make It
Terri Georgopoulos
Slow Down and Wait for Students to Ask Questions (and I am still learning!)
Paola Rodriguez Hidalgo
Ask for Help
Meredith Conover-Williams

Ride the Unicycle Inside My College Apartment (and what I really learned amidst all those spills and crashes!)
Dr. Troy Lescher

Study Abroad
Grecia Romero

Build Bridges of Understanding with Five Houses
John Johnson

11:00am
Red Flowering Currant

11:40
Evergreen Huckleberry

12:00 Lunch, CoLab Open House & Discussion

12:30 - 1:30 Video Editing in the CoLab - Lib 205

1:30 - 2:00 Prize Raffle

1:00pm
Salmon Berry